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HOW INDIVIDUAL CONCEPTS OF FORESTS
AFFECT MANAGEMENT
A contributed essay by
Tracy Boutelle Fidler
Shawnee Resource Conservation and Development

People are part of nature and, as such, have influenced
it since time immemorial. This is certainly true of America’s eastern oak forests. Native Americans lit it, European
settlers cleared its trees, introduced new species, and
grazed animals on it. Others reforested it and sought to
suppress its wildfires. We hunt it to feed our families,
recreate in it, and depend on it to build and heat our
homes. In fact, our role as the shaper of its natural communities is so profound that some scientists consider us a
keystone species.
“Humans have long distinguished themselves from
other species by shaping ecosystem form and process using
Students, researchers, land managers, and members of
tools and technologies, such as fire, that are beyond the
the public explore a managed forest at Caney Mouncapacity of other organisms,” wrote Ellis and Ramankutty
tain Conservation Area, Ozark Co., Missouri.
(2008).
Natural resource professionals recognize this role when
talking about disturbance regimes, recognizing that different eras indicate a unique connection between people
and the forest. Understanding how people have shaped — and continue to shape — our forests helps us to better
understand today’s forest, and how our actions may impact it. So, if we know that the connection between people
and forest often drives the ecology, then why don’t we do a better job of reaching out to people during planning?

FORESTS ARE ECOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS

Our Mission:
To provide fire science to
resource managers, landowners, and the public about
the use, application and effects of fire within
the region

Special points of interest:
 Visit oakfirescience.com
 Find us on Facebook
 Follow us on Twitter
 Watch us on Vimeo

As the disciplines of ecology, forestry and natural resource-related fields grew in the United States, the complex inter-relationship between humans and natural systems was eschewed in favor of determining natural system
function prior to “human disturbance”. Determining historical, or prior to European settlement, conditions continues to play an important role in assessing, stewarding, and restoring America’s eastern oak forests.
Newer thinking has led to seeing social and ecological aspects of forests. Social systems are complex, and individual life experiences can lead to different perceptions of natural places and the tools used to manage it, such as
fire. Understanding the complexities of social systems is as important as understanding ecological complexities,
particularly when activities to conserve, protect, or steward natural systems requires acceptance from people.
We are all too familiar with forest restoration projects that were stalled because of public concern. It doesn’t have
to be this way. We can use collaboration to forge a future where people – natural resource professionals and members of the public – work together to create healthy, dynamic forests.

WHAT WE KNOW
Thanks to human dimensions research, we know that people tend to make judgements based on what
they can see more than what they know. People also take action based on their perceptions. Memories and
...Cont’d on Page 3
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT:
Prescribed fire: What influences public approval?
Sarah M. McCaffrey In: Dickinson, Matthew B., ed. 2006. Fire in eastern oak forests: delivering science to land managers, proceedings of a conference; 2005
November 15-17; Columbus, OH. Gen. Tech. Rep. NRS-P-1. Newtown Square, PA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Northern Research
Station: 192-198.
In this paper, Sarah McCaffrey reviewed several studies that investigated public perceptions
of prescribed fire and identified variables that influenced public approval. Results from these
Management Implications
studies were consistent across the regions studied, despite some local variation. Overall, approval
of prescribed fire use was high (80-90%). The variables that had the most influence on approval
 Public support of prescribed fire was strongly
were trust, knowledge, and concerns about smoke and fire control.
shaped by the following variables: familiarity
Trust in agencies and the land managers conducting prescribed burns was consistently an
with the practice, trust in land management
important variable. One study found trust to be a significant predictor of approval in all four
agencies, and concerns about smoke and fire
sites studied, with the largest effect in Missouri. Views of land management agency competence
control
(also a form of trust) was shown to be positively associated with higher acceptance of prescribed
fire. Interestingly, in Utah, trust of agencies was lower in rural areas compared to urban areas
 Interaction between agency personnel and
and decreased after an escaped prescribed burn.
the public was the most helpful way to build
Participant knowledge of and familiarity with prescribed fire was another variable consistently
acceptance amongst those surveyed
associated with higher acceptance levels across all studies and regions. Older studies not consid Agency efforts to increase public familiarity
ered in this review corroborated this finding. In one Massachusetts study, respondents with a
with prescribed fire as a management tool
higher knowledge of prescribed fire were less concerned about smoke, aesthetics, potential efmay increase public approval
fects on wildlife, and use near homes. In another study, respondents in Minnesota were notably
more educated about the effects of prescribed fire and more accepting of the practice, while those from Michigan were the least informed and supportive. One study found that understanding the
positive effects of prescribed fire relating to restoration and wildlife
positively influenced public opinion, although the effect varied by
state. Evidence was also found that personal knowledge of prescribed
fire influenced attitudes about smoke; the more familiar participants
were with the ecological benefits of prescribed fire, the more they
tolerated smoke.
30% of surveyed respondents considered smoke to a health issue;
this made prescribed fire a particularly salient issue to this group.
However, one study found that beliefs about smoke were significantly related to approval in only one of the four states studied. Participants in another study suggested that having advanced warning
would allow those who are sensitive to smoke (e.g., asthma sufferers)
to make the necessary preparations.
Another common variable that affected public acceptance was
Members of the public discuss prescribed fire options with an employee of the
concern of escaped fires. In one study reviewed, authors found that
United States Forest Service in Michigan. Photo courtesy of Sarah M. McCaffrey
concern over prescribed fires escaping negatively affected public
perception of prescribed fire. Escaped fires tend to garner public
attention more than successful prescribed burns, and likely negatively sway public opinion. In focus groups lead by the author, participants suggested that land management agencies should focus more effort on showcasing
successful prescribed burns and that increased awareness of these successes would lead to higher acceptance. Other variables that may influence public opinion of prescribed fire were also tested in several studies, including past fire experience, wildlife concerns, and aesthetic preferences. These variables were not
consistently found to be significant predictors of public opinion across different regions.
While these results were telling about public perceptions of prescribed fire, it is important for managers to consider local variations, avoid preconceived
notions, and to remember that understanding is a two-way street. Local history and culture does affect public beliefs about the use of fire. It is also important
to avoid assumptions of public opinion based on demographic characteristics and location. Lastly, interaction with agency personnel was the most helpful
way to build acceptance amongst participants. As the use of prescribed fire increases, it is essential for agencies to involve the public in management planning. This practice builds trust and increases public knowledge and awareness of prescribed fire, and, ultimately, may influence public approval.

FOR FURTHER READING
McCaffrey, S.M. 2006. The public and wildland fire management: social science findings for managers. Gen. Tech. Rep. NRS-1. Newtown Square, PA:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Northern Research Station. 202 p.
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SPOTLIGHT
In an effort to introduce you to new people and information from the region, we interview fire
practitioners and researchers about timely topics. In this issue, we asked these questions of
Tom Foti of the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission.

What are some of the greatest fire research needs for Arkansas?
TF: [To] clarify the relationships between anthropogenic and lightning fire. Many conservationoriented individuals still see nature as something apart from people. In our region, natural
communities assembled after the Mid-Holocene Dry Interval during the last 5,000 years. People
have been here and impacting landscapes that entire time, primarily through fire (until very
recently). Our natural communities were shaped partly by people, and to think of nature without people is inappropriate.

What is your biggest concern when deciding to use fire to
manage oak woodlands and forests?
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Tom Foti,
Ecologist and Chief of Research, Arkansas Natural
Heritage Commission 19852006 earned an M.S. in Botany
from the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville in 1970. He
contributed to the Arkansas
Natural Area Plan (1974), the
first inventory of natural areas in the state. He has participated in prescribed burns since his introduction by a timber company forester in the early 1970s. He has published
on current and historic vegetation in Arkansas, including
the effects of fire.

TF: In the short term, my greatest concern is the lack of resources and commitment to maintain a consistent fire regime. Managers should realistically evaluate
long-term potentials before initiating a prescribed fire program.

In your opinion what is the greatest advantage to using prescribed fire when managing oak woodlands and forests?
TF: Although the effects of prescribed fire on community structure, composition, and diversity can often be approximated through harvests and thins or use of
herbicides, fire is the natural process that those techniques try to mimic. And fire, even prescribed fire, is a natural process – the manager can limit initial conditions, but once the fire is ignited, its behavior is at least somewhat unpredictable, and the outcomes are less obviously the result of human intervention.

People and Forests, continued:
perceptions of a specific place tend to fall within the time frame of a decade. A decade is relevant to natural resource professionals, who often talk in longer
time frames when it comes to altered disturbance regimes and its effects.
People tend to perceive human impacts on forests as both positive and negative. McFarlane (2005) states that people who think of nature as serving our
needs — like providing lumber for homes — don’t view forest activity, industrial activity, or land conversion negatively. People, however, who think of themselves as more in alignment with the natural world do. But, (and this is where it gets interesting) people who feel knowledgeable about the natural world shift
their mindset towards forest activity and their feelings about disturbances, like fire, in a more positive direction. This would suggest that if you can build
knowledge in a group of people, then you build support for your work (i.e., management). It’s not quite that easy though. Peoples’ ideas about forests are part
of a complex web of meaning developed from personal experience, economic realities, politics, and local culture.

FRAMEWORKS FOR COLLABORATION
Imagine a little girl playing in a dark, shady forest. This is a comforting place where dragons are slayed and princesses rescued. Now, imagine that girl,
grown-up, being told that the forest of her youth is not healthy or sustainable. That, in fact, her forest should be open and sunny. Chances are the reaction will
be negative, as her vision of the forest of the future clashes with her very identity, her very concept of what constitutes an “ideal” forest. We know that people
have different levels of understanding and support for forest management techniques, partially derived from how they visually perceive the quality of the forested habitat. This suggests, then, that natural landscapes can be “physical and perceptual”. For forest work to proceed, we must engage each of these pieces of
self. One way to do that is for natural resource professionals and members of the public to work and learn alongside each other in a collaborative group process. Gina Bartlett, with Sacramento State’s Center for Collaborative Policy, writes in Developing Collaboration and Cooperation (2012) that three questions
work groups should ask are:





What information do we have ?
What portion of that information is accepted by all ?
What new information is needed and how to get it (data gaps) ?

To kick start the collaboration process, use these questions, and then develop a plan to gather information. Take tours together, survey your forest and get
presentations by others (such as researchers who study the issues in question). This is a form of collaboration that is enquiry based, and it will allow us to develop a common understanding and a framework for discussion.
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HEADS UP!

Fall Fire Science Webinar Series
Featuring:
J. Kevin Hiers, Director of Environmental Stewardship
Sewanee: The University of the South

September 22, 2015, 1pm CST
Are broadened fire management prescriptions and habitat goals for
the birds- and the future?
Dr. Joy O’Keefe, Director of the Center for Bat Research, Outreach,
and Conservation
Indiana State University

October 13, 2015, 1pm CST
Prescribed fire and bats
Dr. Leslie Brandt, Climate Change Specialist
Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science, USFS

November 10, 2015, 1pm CST
Climate-informed management of oak ecosystems in the central
hardwoods region
Dr. James M. Vose
Southern Research Station, USFS

December 1, 2015, 1pm CST
Oak, fire, and global change: What might the future hold?

COLLABORATING FOR HEALTHY FORESTS AND COMMUNITIES:
A GUIDE FOR BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS AMONG DIVERSE INTERESTS
This video and companion field guide developed by Oregon State University, the US Forest Service, and the Joint
Fire Science Program provides strategies and specific tools
for functional, working partnerships in local communities
faced with fire-related decisions.

CLICK LEFT IMAGE FOR VIDEO AND RIGHT FOR FIELD GUIDE
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Exploring the restoration and unique
flora of a southeastern remnant prairie

AUGUST 19TH, 2015
10AM-2:30PM
MAY PRAIRIE
MANCHESTER, TN

A FIRE MANAGEMENT FIELD TOUR
led by:
Brian Bowen (Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation)
Todd Crabtree (Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation)
Dwayne Estes (Austin Peay State University, Botanical Research Institute of Texas)
CLICK HERE for more information and to register
(note: attendance is limited to the first 30 registrants)

See our calendar at oakfirescience.com for a full schedule of upcoming events

August 19, 2015: Fire Management Field Tour at May Prairie
Coffey Co., TN, for more information CLICK HERE

August 25-26, 2015: Open Oak Woodland and Glade Management Workshop
Harrison, AR, for more information CLICK HERE

September 22-24, 2015: 3rd Biennial Shortleaf Pine Conference
Knoxville, TN, for more information CLICK HERE

September 22, 2015: Webinar: J. Kevin Hiers, Sewanee: The University of the South
Are broadened fire management prescriptions and habitat goals for the birds-and the future?; for more information CLICK HERE

October 1, 2015: Fire management at the Chilton Creek Research and Demonstration Area
Van Buren, MO, for more information about the Chilton Creek Preserve CLICK HERE

October 13, 2015: Webinar: Dr. Joy O’Keefe, Indiana State University
Prescribed fire and bats; for more information CLICK HERE

November 3-5, 2015: Natural Areas Conference
Little Rock, AR, for more information CLICK HERE

Nov. 10, 2015: Webinar: Dr. Leslie Brandt, Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science, USFS
Climate-informed management of oak ecosystems in the central hardwoods region; for more information CLICK HERE

November 16-20, 2015: 6th International Fire Ecology and Management Conference
San Antonio, TX, for more information CLICK HERE

December 1, 2015: Webinar: Dr. James Vose, Southern Research Station, USFS
Oak, fire, and global change: What might the future hold?; for more information CLICK HERE
Please
contribute
your2016:
event announcements.
Send information
to: oakfirescience@gmail.com
March
28-31,
20th Central
Hardwood
Forest Conference

University of Missouri-Columbia, for more information CLICK HERE
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